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American woman

Favorite movie: Pretty Woman*

Actual favorite movie:
The Boondock s·aints*
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Average American man·
Favorite movie: Animal House *

Actual favorite movie:
The Notebook*
*Not based on resear~h
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Conflicting media messages on Ground -Zero mo5que
Crow's Nest Editorial
America, the home of the free and home to
the brave-as our National Anthem puts it- faces the issue of a mosque opening near ground
zero. To some, opening a mosque near Ground
Zero may not seem like a compassionate decision, as the horrific scenes of airplanes crashing
into the Twin Towers still play fresh in our minds.
Whether we like it or support it, our country's Constitution supports freedom of religion.
But is the mosque the real problem of this story?
Or is it the politicians that say they are trying to
protect, and abide by, our Constitution's First
Amendment?
Whatever the case may be, the opening of a
mosque near Ground Zero is the new pulse for
the American heartbeat, and the media know this
to be a current, dominant issue.
It's almost like the Crusades from the Middle
Ages, though maybe not as violent as the Crusades. But there is definitely tension in the air in
America, especially when there is mention of the
Islamic faith and mosques.
A non-denominational church in Gainesville,
Fla., planned to host an "International Burn a
Quran Day" on the ninth anniversary of the Sep.tember 11, 2001, attacks, according to CNN.
'We believe that Islam is of the devil, that
it's causing billions of people to go to hell, it is a
deceptive religion, it is a violent religion and that
is proven many, many times," said Pastor Terry
Jones said on CNN.
The media are playing right into this morbid
and twisted religious war, and they are feeding our
coimtry's religious giant.
In Nashville, Tenn., a small Muslim commu-

nity decided to build a 52,900 square-foot Islamic
center with a school and a swimming pooL As
they started construction on their new Islamic·
center, residents from the surrounding community started protesting and picketing with signs that
read, "Keep Tennessee Terror Free," according to
the Washington Post.
And now politics are involved in this "media
religious parade." New York City Mayor Michael
Bloomberg was quoted in the New York Times
saying, 'We would betray our values if we were to
treat Muslims differently than anyone else."
Bloomberg's statement seems like the typical
"politician response." Some of the families that
lost someone in the Sept. 11th attack think a
mosque near Ground Zero is giving tribute to the
terrorists; one man who lost his son in the attacks
called it a "slap in the face," in a New York Times
report from August 3.
It seems as though the media has painted a
·negative picture of society as it reflects the religious beliefs of those involved.
The media seems to portray the Christians and
others opposed to the mosque to be judgmental and self-righteous people in the CNN report,
while citizens in general are acting irrational in the
Washington Post report. In the New York Times
report, it's a politician who brings peace between
-the feuding.
But this can't possibly be the condition of our
society. There have to be a few Christians who
would befriend a Muslim and not burn the Koran, and there have to be some rational citizens
who respect the religious beliefs of others.
It's time to start thinking, researching for our- ·
selves, so that we can be well versed and equipped
with our views about the opening of a mqsque

near Ground Zero.
As aspiring media members, the CN staff tries
to recognize weaknesses in our future industry.

We know the media will always be a dominant
part of our society, but we must think for ourselves.
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SEAS brings more recycling bins to dornl rOORIS
Keeley Sheehan

also really like to see
a complete transition
from disposable, plastic
Keeley487@gmail.com
water bottles to reusable
This semester, students in
bottles. Everything that
the residence hall will be able to
can be recycled should
recycle from their dorm rooms
be recycled."
with the Recycling Rangers proWaste Services of
gram, part of the Student EnFlorida picks up the
vironmental Awareness Society
recycling from campus
(SEAS).
for free. It is the same
The program, which_began
company that the St.
last year, is expanding this sePetersburg City Counmester to make recycling on
cil recommended for its
campus more convenient, said
new curbside-recycling
program approved in
Chris Hastings, campaign direcChris Hastings, Environmental Scitor fo r SEAS.
early September, at a
ence major and Recycling Program
The group is made up of stuFacilitator for the Srudent Environ- cost of $2.75 a month
mental Awareness Sociery (SEAS), for residents who chose
dents "interested in being hands
explains to volunteer "Recycling
on about sustainability," he said.
Rangers" the process for collecting to p~cipate.
Hastings conducted a survey Four 95-gallon recycling bins Aank each Aoor of the dorms at USF St:. Perersb.ug
T he program took
recyclables in the dorms. Hastings
Photos by Aimee Alexander
estimates the recycling program some time to start, Hastlast year to figure out how to get
will save USF St. Petersburg about
Volunteers will sort and separate the contents reduce their impact on the planet;'
more students involved in recycling. Out of the
ings said, but he is glad
$2,000 a year.
165 students surveyed, 163 indicated they would so everything can be properly recycled. Papet, for Chase said. '1\nd as non-replenishable
to see "students work
recycle if it were more convenient.
example, has to be clean and have had minimal resources dwindle, recycling will become
together with a business
Students who sign up for the optional program contact with food, water or dirt, Hastings said. the cheapest and least harmful way to make new and the school, to work toward a common goal."
will receive information on how and what to re- When they are recycled, paper products are mixed products."
"Recycling on· campus is important since .it
cycle, and during the first few weeks of school, together.
' Several students including Chase have signed helps promote a clean environment here on camwill receive small recycling bins for their rooms.
up to volunteer with the program this semester.
"Any contamination can ruin a big dumpster of
pus," said Emma Fleck, another new volunteer to
Katie Rozar, a freshman environmental science the program. "There are limited places on camStudent volunteers will collect the recycling on recycling," Hastings said.
Karleigh Chase, a freshman environmental_sci- major, was drawn to the group's "ceo-minded- pus to recycle, but now that we have recycling in
each of the seven floors on Mondays, Tuesdays
and Wednesdays, and sort it into larger recycling ence and policy major, volunteered for the Recy- ness" and the opportunity to help reduce landfill the dorms, it will encourage more people to recling Rangers because college students should set waste.
cycle. It is also cheaper for universities to recycle
bins on each floor.
."I think that the campus should aim for re- than it is to operate waste collection."
The bins are taken out on Thursdays and the positive environmental examples, she said.
contents are picked up on Fridays.
"It is one of the simplest ways for_people to cycling 50 percent of waste," Rozar. said. "I'd

Managing Editor
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Class art gains popularity in St. ·Pete
Malory Speir
Contributing Writer
mspeir@mail.usf.edu
Over the years, St. Petersburg has grown into
a top destination for those who love the arts. The
city is home to the Dali Museum, the Museum of
Fine Arts and now the Chihuly Collection can be
added to the list of high profile places.
The Chihuly collection, presented by the Morean Arts Center, opened to the public this summer at 400 Beach Drive. The 10,000-square-foot
building houses every style of glass sculpture that
Seattle artist Dale Chihuly is famous for including chandeliers, a garden of flowers known as
Mille Fiori and a boat filled with more than 140
spheres.
The building WlJ.S designed specifically with
Chihuly in mind. Albert Alfonso, an architect
based in Tampa, created each room to compliment the art it contains, including the chandelier
room which is in the shape of the famous 1937
Savoy Vase by Finnish architect Alvar Aalto.
Docent-led tours allow guests to learn interesting facts while experiencing the wonders within.
Chris Silvia, director of operations of the Chihuly Collection, explained how much time was
involved in setting up the collection.
" It took 14 trips to the landfill to get rid of the
boxes and packing materials that had contained
the enormous glass formations," Silvia said. "Every display had to be carefully positioned and
some pieces had to be moved several tinies until
they were perfect."
But with more than 600 people attending the
opening day, it seems all the hard work paid off.
· Visitors are captivated by the collection.
''I loved the show of color," said Karen
O'Han.

The WeatherBird II researches
marine life after oil-spill
Joe Castagna
Contributing Writer
joecastagna@gmail.com

Owen Pach, a glass artist who helped build the equipment for the Marean Art Center Glass Studio & Hot
Shop, poses next to his 6-foot tall sculpture made of
glass and various materials. Photo by Rob Moorman

"I saw it at the Bellagio and couldn't believe it
was here to stay," said Kim Williams..The Chihuly
collection is permanent and something the center
is proud of; it is the o nly on e of its kind for artist
worldwide.
The Chihuly Collection is open 7 days a week
at 400 Beach Drive. Cost is $15 for adults, $13
for seniors (55+), and $12 for children/students.

T he USF St. Petersburg research vessel, the
Weatherbird ll, recently returned from a six-day
journey spanning 180 nautical miles on Friday,
Sept.10, the crew consisted of 10 scientist and
6 crewmembers, including USF St. Petersburg
graduate students.
The purpose of the-trip was to study the small .
marine life, such as shrimp and small fish, which
serves as a vital food source to larger fish in the
Gulf of Mexico.
"From what I saw out there, things are looking
good," saidJoseph Torres, chief scientist on the
research project.
The creatures that research project studied are
vital to the eco system of the gulf, according to
Torres. T h ey live deep underwater and are a vital
part of the food chain. With out these small fish
and shrimp, bigger fish would starve.
"Deep water covers about 60 percent of the
. glo be, so these guys are occupying the biggest
living space on the planet," Torres said.
The Weatherbird ll visited two research sites.
One was a reference site, called standard station,
which Torres and the crew visited twice in the
past to do about 24 ·hours worth of sampling.
The Weatherbird II then traveled to a site within
the vicinity of ·the BP wellhead to take much
deeper samples.
The crew was about 20 kilometers east of the

In 2003, LIFE Magazine chose Matuschka's iconic self
portrait, Beauty out of Damage, for inclusion in,
"100 Pictures that Changed t he World."

Artist, activist and author

Multicultural Center mentors students
Thomas Chang
Staff Writer
tmchang@mail.us£edu
T he Multicultural Center is again offering the
ALANA-African, Latino, Asian, Native American-Mentor Program to help minority stu~ents
transition into life at USF St. Petersburg.
"ALANA was created in 2007 to help recruit
and retain students of color," said La-Tarri Canty, multicultural center coordinator. "[We] pair up
incoming freshman and transfer students with
upperclassmen for their first year."
Caney started the program as a way to get
students of different ethnicities connected to the
university and involved in activities. The mentors
inform their mentees of campus resources and
serve as a friend on campus to help guide them
through their first year in. a new environment.
"When we get the stu_dents connected when
they get here, they are more likely to get retained
and graduate," Canty said. "We have implemented a bi-monthly workshop where they learn . .'.
skill sets-goal setting, team-building, resume
and interview etiquette, time management, and
study skills in order to help them become better
students."
The students will also participate in more offcampus activities to further develop the teambuilding environment and leadership skills.
"We implemented a retreat last year in Tampa
that we'd never done before," Canty said. "The
students absolutely loved it. It's something we
are going to do every year."
Many of the program's participants end up

forming lasting relationships with their partners.
"I have students that I've talked to last year that
are still friends with their mentors and mentees
even after they graduated," Canty said.
Mentor Jovanna Guevara said she has had a
great experience.
• "My mentee taught me a lot about myself,"
Guevara said. "We would go to the mall or just
around campus and talk about life. It's great to
make an impact on someone and have that same
person make an impact on you."
Guevara credits the program with building
communication and leadership skills through
workshops and retreats.
Lauren Dakers, a former mentee, stayed with
the program as a mentor.
"I've had only wonderful experiences while
in the program," Dake.rs said. "During my first
year, I was paired with a wonderful mentor, who
is now one of my best friends."
Dakers credited the program with making her
into a better person.
"I have learned more about other cultures, different ways of thinking, and various perspectives
to view the world from," said Dakers. "Thi:ough
all 9f this, I feel that I am now a more diverse
being, which will help to make me more prepared
for my future."
Canty said the program would continue to
evolve based on the feedback.
"The students feel connected," Canty said.
"They feel like they are part of the university.
Some have said ALANA is their home away from
home. It inspires and motivates them."

BP wellhead site.
"It was about as close as we could get without
having to go trough Hazwoper [Hazardous Waste
Operations and Emergency Response Standard]
training and get special permission," Torres said.
On previous projects the site had a higher oil signature than it does now.
"The areas that we studied on this trip seemed
about the same," Torres said. "It was a lot better
than I expected it to be."
The crew used a special deep sea net that could
be deployed at almost any depth. If they detected
a high oil signature, they could deploy the net and
collect a large amount of samples.
There was no obvious sign of oil damage at the
depth of 4,000 meters, where the creatures the
crew was studying live.
The USF St. Petersburg graduate students that
were on the crew participated first hand in the
study.
''The students were deeply involved. They were
a part of every operation," Torres said. The students learned how to run their own program, and
got general han ds on experience at sea. They will
collect data in the laboratory from the samples
that they and the scientists involved will use to
further their research about the oil.
The crew collected a number of different species to test the effects of hydrocarbons-<hemicals in oil that are potentially harmful to sea life.
"We got enough out there that we can say
something definitive once we get the data all
worked out," Torres said.

Matuschka
presents: ·

"A Vision ot Health & CreativitV''
on Wednesdav, October 6,
lrom 5-6:30 p.m. in Davis 103.
Free.to the public
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Comedians punctuate Welcome
Week with punch lines
Thomas Chang
Staff Writer
tmchang@mail.usf.edu
Welcome Week brought comedians Jarrod Harris and Michelle Buteau to USF St. Petersburg on
Sept. 1.
Buteau, who headlined the show, brought her
self-described "Jamaican-Haitian sassiness and
girl-next door quality" to studenrs in Davis 130.
"Florida is really awesome," Buteau said. "St.
Petersburg is cute during the day, but at night, it
looks like 'The Hills Have Eyes.' "
Buteau has made appearances on '.' Last Comic Standing" and Comedy Central's "Premium
Blend." She has also provided commentary ·on ·
VHl 's "Best Week Ever," and Oxygen Network's
"Kiss & Tell" series. She is currently promoting
her latest comedy album, "Buteaupia."
"I love doing the colleges because they pay
more," Buteau said. "College kids are cool. I'm
supposed to say that because I haven't gotten paid
yet."
Harris was the lead-in. He has performe'd in_the
stand-up comedy scene for nine years.
"I like the college crowd," Harris said. ''The
thing about college studenrs is that a lot of times,
they take themselves way too seriously. They're
a little uptight about certain things. As you get
older, you don't take it as seriously."
Harris's recent projects include a documentary
featuring him and three other comics in the South
in September. The film documents the struggling
comics in the hard economic. times. T he title is
not finalized yet.
"Every month,.you lind something new·about
yourself if you're doing the right thing," Harris
said. "Some people stay stagnant, but if you're
trying to get better as a comic, then every month
is exciting."
"Michelle and Jarrod a.re really great," said
Austin Arias, Harborside Activities Board director of stage acts. "We attend a national confer-

Standup comedian Jarred Harris was on campus for
Welcome Week Comedy Night. Photo by Michael
Rohloff

ence where comedians and other performers get
to showcase their talent. Michelle was one we actually saw at the conference, got to meet and hang
out with after her performance."
"She has a smart, kind o( a witty humor about
her," Arias said. "She is just a very fun person."
According to Arias, the planning process for
the event started in April when the board discussed prospects from multiple talent agencies.
"What we do is that we look at demo reels
from three comedians per agency," Arias said.
"We then look at which two we want to bring. We
look at chemistry, what their style of comedy is
like and see if we can match them."
They look for comedians who spend a lot of
time performing in front of college crowds, Arias
said. ·
"The things we really look _for is· the ability to
interact with the crowd, because that is something
the students really enjoy," Arias said. ''Then we
look at overall humor. We make sure it is not too
abrasive, but definitely a little bit with an edge for
a college audience. We look for someone who is
easy to get along with the college crowd."

The Cackling Hen: Paris Hilton's unreality
~
. "... jl~
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innqcence. Thankfully, she updates her fans on
her life every few hours via Twitter. After a short,
early morning stay in the county detention cen//
ter, she returned to her room, where she tweeted
'~
about her love for "Family Guy." She followed
Paris Hilton epito~es the idea that any pub- this with "Going to bed. Sweet dreams. XOXO
licity is good publicicy. :_She had successful reality Paris :)". Unfortunately we did not get a TwitPic
TV shows and an attempt at a pop music album, of the penitentiary. At least we got XOs and a
smiley.
as well as criminal charges and a sex tape.
Whether it's her personal life, television shows,
Riding. on the coat tails of Lindsay Lohan's
latest trouble with the law, Hilton's most recent or "album" (yes, I meant to use quotation marks.
escapade is a cocaine P?~session charge in Las Half of its lyrics are "la Ia Ia" or "da da da"),
Paris constandy entertains me. She is the typecast
Vegas.
For her defense, she claims the purse in which blonde gi.tl character, yet curiously lives among us
police found the cocaine was not hers. Although as a real person. Maybe "surreal," "unreal," or "rishe was the only person in the car, she stands by diculous" would better describe her as a person.
Then again, maybe she's actually a robot.
her claim.
Focusing on her entertainment value over huHilton also claimed that the bag of cocaine might
have been gum. Those of us here have yet to man value, I am eagerly awaiting her s·econd stusee white, powdered gum packaged in plastic dio album or the next reality show contest ahout
bags, but maybe one day it will arrive on Publix's finding her best friend. Although she. does not .'
have the strongest vocals (maybe from too much ·
shelves.
The purse defense should help her more than gum), I want to hear her raspy "that's hot" to a ·
claiming the powder was gum. Not only did a dance beat. If there is a season three to her pursimilar claim clear her of marijuana i:><issession '' suit of a best friend, I will submit another applicharges in South Africa during the World Cup, cation and video.
Somehow, through it all, Hilton's actions exit is also likely that 21st century technology can
ude
intelligence beyond her ditzy, airhead extedistinguish chemical differences between a powdery drug and gum. However, Miss Hilton is an rior. Through the good and the bad, the heiress
international traveler. She may have found a new continues to find new ways to make millions and
kind of gum in foreign lands. Has she been to keep her name in the media, even if it is for gum
charges.
South America lately?
Hilton·appears unshaken and confident in her

-~
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Robbie Crowley
Campus Editor
rcrowley@mail.usf.edu

Southern Tide polo shirts and
tees sold at Chick-til-A starting

Tuesdav, September 28th

A}/v~ Cam;p~ Vet"erCtt'\1
What is the hook-up etiquette for a ·dorm
room? If your best friend kisses someone, does
that automatically mean he or she is off-limits to
you? At what point is it time to stop chasing a
· fantasy and settle for the person you're with?
These are some of the questions that have
come up in the past few weeks among my social
network, and they have sparked some interesting
discussions. These questions, and ones like it, are
going to.be the basis of this new column. Think
•of it as a "Sex and the City'' column for our campus. I may not be part of the New York elite like
the fictional Carrie Bradshaw, but thankfully I'm
not as unattractive as Sarah Jessica Parker.
Send in your questions, whatever they may
be, an9 we'll pick one or two to put in each issue. I won't call you out in front of the whole
university, so feel free to put your name on it,
or if you prefer, send it in anonymously. Also,
we'll be putting even more questions up online
between issues.
'
The questions don't always have to be based
around relationships. Sometimes we just need to
bounce an idea off someone else. If you want
advice on how to save some money for tuition,
or need an easy online course to take next semester, this column will be able to help you out, too.

& beyond I 5

I've been on this campus since long before
the fountain, Residence Hall One, and even the
parking garage. I remember when there was-astaircase inside of the Davis Hall lobby. I have
dated and held hands with at least one girl. Sadly,
I am closer to 30 than 20, and I consistently lose
at "Never Have I Ever." I've won the cardboard
boat race during Homecoming Week, and have
spent enough money at the Tavern to cover at
least a year's tuition.
These are just a few of my qualifications, and
while I may not be Van Wilder, I certainly am a
campus veteran. So, my Bayboro brothers and_sisters, I hope to hear from you soon.

.-Tfie Camyus Yeteran
E-mail your questions for the
Campus Veteran to:
campusveteran201 O@yahoo.com

Fill out this entrv
to win a polo!
Name=~-----=-

Phone.·.___ _ __
Email.__·_ _ __
Drawing will be
held on Thursday,
October 7th
Polos lor men and
women available.

-~
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Dress 'for success
Amanda Pretulac
Contributing Writer
amanda27@mail.usf.edu
My first job interview was at a small town
movie theater. I wore black pants that did not fit
me properly and a stiff white blouse. I was 16,
. uncomfortable 'a nd did not feel at all like mysel£
Plenty 9f us have had part-time jobs; but after
graduation we are looking to land a job that we
have bee[\ working hard to achieve. It is important to feel cotifident, stylish and professional for
an interview.
Invest in the basics-a little black dress, classic
black pumps, a white boyfriend shirt, a tailored
pencil skirt, ~nd: a: timeless watch. When it comes
to purchasing a little black dress, think Audrey
Hepburn in "Breakfast at Tiffany's"-look for a
piece that makes you feel elegant and approachable.
You can find affordable dresses at Banana
Republic, Forever 21 and Ann Taylor Loft. Try
~avy or cream as a change from basic black. A
pretty cream dress can be great for winter. For a
slighdy ·edgier style, throw in a scarf or an interesting necklace as a conversation piece, and a way
to snow off your personal style.
Heels are a good option for interview shoes.
They will help ·you stand a litde straighter and
hold your head a litde highe.r. If heels are absolutely out of the question, ballet flats will i:l.o.
Steve Madden, Jessica Simpson footwear or Aldo
are some options for great footwear. Try Gap,
Target and B.P. shoes from Nordstrom for ballet
flats. Always make sure the shoe fits you correcdy,
and do not let a sales associate pressure you into
a shoe that is·not right for you.
A white boyfriend shirt is a crisp, button-up
top styled like his and fit for you. This shirt v,:orks
well with a tailored pair of pants, pencil skirts or
for layering under cardigans and sweaters. Try
shirts from Gap, ].Crew and Zara. Make sure the
shirt fits you p~operly so you don't have to fuss
with it later.
There are many styling possibilities when it
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Taylor Gaud ens
Contributing W~ter
tgaudens@mail. us£edu

comes to pencil skirts. You can pair one with collared shirts, tank tops with cardigans, or a sparkly
top in a muted color. Express makes some of
the best affor<;lable skirts, with an animal print or
jewel toned lining on the inside.
A timeless watch is a great finishing touch for
any interview outfit. Michael Kors makes beautiful gold ones, and Timex offers classy, militaryinspired styles. Save up for a bit and splurge on
a good quality watch that will last, or try the B.P.
department at Nordstrom. It has pretty watches
at reasonable prices.
Trends come and go, but these staples will be
forever. However, if you are into ti:ends, purchase
accessories like a vibrant orange handbag, which
is in this fall, or a Jeopard print Juicy Couture bag
to spice up an outfit.
Your clothes should be polished, but your work
experience should shine the most. Keep makeup
to a minimum and let your natlJ!al beauty come
through. Bobbi Brown has wonderful makeup
manuals that can help you achieve this .polished
look. Chipped nails are a don't, and ke.ep the
trendy blue OPI Alice in Wonderland for another
day. Be yourself, and don't forget the most important accessory of all-a smile.
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The s~ sets over downtewn St. Petersburg. The days for viewing the sunset from the current
pier building are limited, as it was recendy announced that the building will be demolished within
the next f~w years.
Photo by Michael Rohloff

Fashionable looks
for football season

Football season is in full swing, but is your hair
and makeup? If not, get a new style to look your
best at the next big game.
You may be tired of the same old ponytail and
melted makeup, and don't want to wear a green
and gold wig, or paint your body in green and
gold glitter. This "Holtz New Era" calls for a
whole' new look:.
Avoid a bad hair moment from weather, sweat
ot even a beverage spill by keeping your hair up.
If you can, French braid your,hair or offer

to braid a friend's hair. Also, you can spice it up
with some spirit. Buy green and gold ribbons, and
braid them Into your hair for an extra touch of
Bulls pride. This is cute in a single braid or pigtail
braids.
If your hair is too short for a full braid, do the
same with the ribbons .and simply French braid
almost to the crown of you head. Let the ribbon
ends hang loose or tie them in a bow·around the
hair elastic.
If you have super long tresses, try pulling your
bangs back and stick in a bobby pin. Pull the rest
of your hair back and create two low, offccenter
ponytails (one on top of the other). Wrap each
tail around itself to create two buns (one on top
of the other, slighdy off-centered). Slide some
bobby pins in and pull some pieces out of the
bun to give it some p~p.
If you're going for a simpler look, try a bun. Tie
some green and gold ribbori to your hair tie, pull
your hair into a low ponytail and wrap the ribboris around the ponytail. Twist your hair into a
bun and secure it with bobby pins. Create a more
relaxed look and loosen some of the hair in the
tighdy wrapped bun. Finish with hair.spray to secure the style. Make the style more interesting by
braiding the ribbon-clad ponytail and then securing it in a bun.
.
Beat the heat and go light on the makeup since
you'll be out in the sun for four hoU>S. Use a
--continued page 9
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How true are movie stereotypes?
Lauren Martin
Staff Writer
laurenS@mail.usf.edu
''The first rule of Fight Club is you do not
talk about Fight Club," Brad Pitt says in the iconic
1999 movie ''Fight Club." ''The second rule of
Fight Club is you DO NOT talk about Fight
Club."
We're going to have to break that i:ule because
when it comes to picking movies-particularly
picking one on date night--everyone's got some
explaining to do.
"The stereotype about what the basic male brain
wants out of a movie doesn't seem too difficultaction-packed, psychologically thrilling flicks with
a lot of "blowing stuff up." The appeal of thes~
types of movies is a mys.tery to many of my female friends and me.
What makes blockbuster~. like ''Fight Club,"
''Jackass: The Movie," and "The Godfather" so
appealing?
Matthew Mitchell stressed that his go-to movies should include stunts, broken bones and appendages as seen in the movie ''The Dudesons."
''These types of movies have a philosophy of
'live every day like it were your last,' ana having

daring fun is what it's about," Mitchell said.
If movies like this have a strong male pull, then
it only seems right to ask why some girls are obsessed with movies like "The Notebook."
A big debate among many couples on movie date night is, ''What movie are we- going to
watch?'' This question can pose a challenge. It's
just a movie, but wanting to please the opposite
sex on this decision adds major pressure.
Some women look for comedy, a bit of romance, or a touch of suspense to satisfy their
movie experience. Men may wonder why some
girls gravitate toward the chick-flick type of movie, and the answer, I think, is that some of us are
more emotional, tender, and compassionate, and
like our movies to be that way, too.
But we're not all complete sissies, and do find
occasional fun in movies like "Oceans 11" and
''Tpe Departed." Some women, like Jessica Reder, prefer their movies without the gore, explo.
. sil5ns, rampant sex scenes and fighting.
"I don't see the enj~yment of seeing people
killing other people, I'm not into that," Reder
said.
Many romantic comedies seem to toe the line
between topics that can interest everyone, male ·
or female. According to FilmJunk.com, the top
10 chick-flicks that men secretly love include ''Ti-

tanic," "Mean. Girls," and "Moulin Rouge."
D eanna Bonner analyzed why her boyfriend
likes the singing and dancing combo of "Moulin
~ouge."

''I think it appeals to him because it incorporates prostitution and some risque scenes. Guys
always seem to be attracted to movies with topics
such as those," Bonner said. '~t least I don't have
to beg him to watch it with me."
Berden Sainbre was pressured by his girlfriend
to step out of his comfort zone to watch "The
Notebook," and ex_perienced something he didn't
expect.
"Romance movies make me feel vuhJ.erable,
and by the end of the movie, it made me open
up my mind and heart, and I ended up crying,"
Sainbre said.
It's hard to go wrong with a good laugh. The
last few years have been something of a breakthrough period in comedy. Quotes like ''I tend to
think-of myself as a o ne-man wolf pack" ("The
Hangovei') and "I am McLovin" ("Superbad'')
stick like glue to many minds.
Next time there is an intense tiff over what
movie to watch, stick with your gut, because, in
the end, it could be delightfully sore from a ton
of shared laughs.

Top 10 Chick Flicks
courtesy of MSN.com

10". Three-way tie between:
Steel Magnolias, Beaches,
and Pretty Woman
9. The Women
8. When Harry met Sally

7. Grey Gardens
6. Sabrina

5. The Valley of the Dolls
4. Thelma and Louise

3. White Oleander

What~s

your favorite movie?

2. Imitation of Life
1. Gone with the Wind

Top 10 Male
Bonding Movies
courtesy of associatedcontent.com

10. The Bucket List
Alex Santiago, chemistry major:
"Rom-corns (romantic comedies) are
too predictable for my taste. Star Wars
is the classic mix of sci fi, action, and
even a little bit of romance."

"-

Krystle Casey, mass communications
major: "The Killers movie that is in
theaters now was really good. It combined sweet romance and a comical
aspect yet, it was easy to predict the
suspense and that is what I look for
in movies."

Sumeet Ratti, enviromental science
major: "The best Mafia movie ever is
Goodfellas. The plot is interesting,
there's good acting and the whole
movfe is exciting. The worst movie I
ever saw though was The Notebook. ..
it was too sappy for me."

9. Animal House
8. Shawshank Redemption
7. Die Hard
6. Kill Bill
5. Office Space
4. Rocky

_,
Matthew Mitchell, business management major: "My favorite movie is
The Dudesons. It is a lot like the TV
show Jackass but crazier with more .
broken bones, blood. appendages."

Valerie Nyitray, lab science major:
"I like horror movies such as the 2006
version of The Omen. I like the rush
of a good scare."

3. Fight Club

Pleepleus, TV Sidekick major: "I like
Beerfest. I t has two of my favo rite
things: beer and drinking."

2. Fast Times at Ridgemont

.High
1. Old School

Photos bv Aimee Alexander
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Mighty .Mongo headlines at Jannus Live
Lenay Ruhl
Staff Writer
lruhl@mail. usf.edu
Mighty Mongo, winners of six- count 'em,
six-Battle of the Bands competitions throughout the Bay Area, will be headlining a free show at
Jar>nus Live Sat., Sept. 25 with the Sheffield Crew ,
and special guests at 8 p.m.
Jannus Live is a huge supporter of local music
and wants to provide an opP.ortunity for USF St.
Pete students to see great shows without spending a bajillion dollars," said Alex Card, Mongo coleader and USF St. Petersburg stu4ent,
Formed a year and half ago, Mighty Mongo de~scribes their music as "runk," which they explain
is a combination between reggae and punk.
"If Sublime and Green Day had a four-headed
baby, they would have named it Mighty Mongo,"
boasts the first line of the '~bout" section on

their website.
Upon first listen, their music sounds so natural and captivating together, you'~ almost assume
they've been doing it most of their lives.
Alex Card takes vocals and plays bass. Anthony
Isoldi, another USF St. Petersburg student, plays
lea.d guitar. Scotty Chmura is drums and percussion, and Lindsay Vitola does vocals and keys.
The members of Mighty Mongo, always-lovable fans of absurdist humor and revisionist history, bestowed us with this truly captivating tale
of their humble beginnings. We won't ask questions ... As the band puts it:
"Scotty and Anthony met at Citrus High School
in shop class over their love of space rockets. The
two later sold their life rights to an independent
film company, who eliminated Scott's character
in the film that later became known as 'October
Sky.' Scotty, devastated by his exclusion from the
film, m·oved to L.A. to exact his revenge against
the movie producers who ruined his life."

'~thony graduated and started college at USF
first gig at the Backstage Lounge in Gainesville,
St. Pete where he.met Alex at a cocktail reception Fla. They've gone from one to two shows a week,
for Manatee Awareness," the band's lore contin- to 28 to 30_ shows a month., and also played the
ues. "The two started writing and ·playing music Vans Warped Tour in July.
together, and were soon after joined by Scotty
"We are blessed to play awesome venues like
who moved back to Florida because he missed Skippers, The Ritz, State Theatre, Hard Rock,
Anthony too much. The three boys decided to Jannus Live and the Meyer Amphitheatre with
start a runktastic band and named it Mighty Mon- the Paper Tongues, and we've done it all on our
go. About four months later, in the seedy under- own;' Card said. ''We're all about having fun, and
belly cif Downtown St. Pete, the boys of Mighty tty to make sure our original music reflects that.
Mongo were attacked by a homeless chick natp.ed What set us . apart are our energetic and fresh
Fred who had recently been released from prison. tunes, along with our unwavering ambition. And
In need of a new start, sne changed her name to Anthony's smoldering good looks."
Lindsay and forced Mighty Mongo to let her be.
the fourth member of the band."
A tad "enhanced" qr not, the four of these
individuals joining forces has yielded a hefty dose
of collective talent, all the more proven by their
six Battle of the Band wins in their short time so
~
far as a band.
Mig~ty Mongo has come a long way from their

~
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..Celebrity encounters
Jerrod Simpson

everyone about it," Rice said. "I felt so important
Lauren Martin
ing Lips show, but don't worry, I've got a feeling
that this major person was a part of my family."
there'll be plenty. to go around.
Staff Writer
Bush
Students' jobs have also brought them in conlaurenS@mail. usf.edu
Thurs., Oct. 14, The Ritz, Tampa
tact with celebs of all types. As a photographer,
G~ ~ead and deny it, but we've an b~en star- Julio Aguilar worked red carpet events at nightVampire Weekend with Beach House, The
If you're in for a three-day musical marathon,
Very Best
.
Bush has got you covered for your wrap-up party. struck at, some point in time. It could have been clubs in Orlando. He photographed a number
the sight of a dreamy actor, a sports star, or some. of famous faces, and had the chance to socialize
Tues., Oct. 12, Jannus Live, St. Petersburg ·
Remember these guys? Maybe you tried to forDig out yeur sweater vests, and put on a new get, but got thwarted by rock radio's relentless ·studly band member. Actually meeting a celebrity. with some of them, too.
can be an exciting experience and a few USF St.
.,'I always heard rumors that Jason Lee from
face. Ivy · leagu;punk~ Vampire Weekend are , repetition of their 1996 hit, "Machinehead.'' if
Petersburg
students .have some stories of their 'My Name Is Earl' was kind of a jerk, but that
bringing their latte flavored pop to Jannus Land- you still need help remembering th,e days of Hanown ·encounters With the rich and famous.
was a lie. He was a really d0wn to earth guy when
ing.
nel and teen angst that spawned this alternative
Student Bobby Combs used to live in Key I met him at the Surf Expo, at the OC ConvenWhat is it about their infectiously jovial songs British outfit, head over to the Ritz in Ybor Oct.
that make even the most pretentious skinny jean- 14 as Bush tours to support the release of their West, a popular destination spot for celebrities. tion Center;' Aguilar said. ''I didn't want to show
"When I worked in an ice cream shop, the Teutul it, but I was really star struck. I had to be profeser find the boogie? Probably because listening upcoming album "Everything Always Now," due
family from ~erican Chopper' used to come in sional though, because I was working."
to them almost makes you feel smarter, like you out this fall.
all the time," Combs said. "They were really as
could sit at any .cible in the cafeteria; and break Sublime with R.:ome
Meeting a celebrity is one thing, b1;1t dating a
jacked as they look on TV; but they were also a celebrity's daughter can· be a bit more intimidatthe ice with all the cool kids.
Mon., Oct. 25, Jannus Live, St. Petersburg
really pleasant, happy family."
-ing. Kyle Taylor was in a two-year relationship
The perfect blend of silly and sophisticated,
Sublime is back and keeping the chilled-out,
Student Angela Rice's mother traced ·her fam- with the daughter of professional wrestler Eddie
reckless and refined, Vampire Weekend's music beach-dweller style alive with new singer Rome
.
is the ideal soundtrack to any young aristocrat's Ramirez. We can't bring their late singer Bradley ily tree and discovered that Rice's great-great_- Guerrero.
aunt on her father's side was actress Billie Burke,
pants-off dance-off party. Their · refined and Nowell back, but the legacy of his music can go
'~t first, I was fearful of my life. This is a guy
known for her role as Glinda the Good Witch in who beats people up for a living," Taylor said.
worldly taste miXes afro-beat with a potent cham- on forever, especially with such a dead-ringer like
"The
Wizard of Oz."
ber pop cocb.'tai..l, and garnishes with a dash of Rome.
'~fter I got to know him better, he was very nice,
"I
found
out she was related to me when I was respectful and soft spoken."
shimmery, '80s electro. The night's sure to be a
Fans say Rome carries the same swagger and
gathering of geeks and sleeks alike, but you can groove as the late Nowell, with a fresh attitude. in fifth grade, and I went to school bragging to
be certain, on this occasion, it's a-OK to be there For those who discovered Sublime post-mortem,
and be square.
we now g~t a chance to experience the musical
The Flaming Lips
legacy of one of our generation's most in1luential
Wed., Oct. 13, Jannus Live, St. Petersburg
artists. The show is sure to sell out so get your
Broadway Blvd. for an aficionado's selection of
That's affirmative-aliens and pink robots will tickets fast.
Jerrod Simpson
fine brews. Forty taps of micro brews and 100
be assaulting Jinnus Landing the day after Vam- JJ Grey and Mofro
Contributing Writer
more
in the bottle make this place the beer lover's
pires. Often described as one of the most excit- Fri., Oct. 29, The Ritz, Tampa
. jdsimpson@mail.usf.edu
dream. You ca,n get comfy on one of the many
ing and sensually stimulating live performances
Are ·you ready for some deep-fried, downof any touring band, this show is a must-see for country music? If you're of the cornbread and
Mark the last Saturday of September on your ' leather sofas or belly up to the bar.
After filling up with food and beer, take some
any live music buff.
collard greens variety, then you'ye already got calendar for Jollipalooza. This new block party
The Flaming Lips take the live gimmickry something in common with JJ Grey and Mofro. will be jamming on Huntley Avenue in Dunedin time to rock ·o ut to the music. Full Fledged Unit,
lead by local legend Sean.Delong, delivers the dub
of KISS to a whole new level, incorporating Ia- Thes~ Jacksonville natives bring the swampy funk on Sept. 25 starting at the crack of noon.
The street will be blocked off for artists, ven- rock sound mixing, reggae, ska and punk into
ser beams, disco balls, giant hands, bubbles and in a genuine style.
anirnal costumes into their psychedelic rock 'n'
JJ .Grey will be leading the faithful congrega- dors and musical pe):formances from local favor- popular covers and catchy originals. The band is
. roll circus act. But don't think' for a minute it's tion with grunts of soul amid his signature dirty ites like Full Fledged Unit, Altered Dysfunction known for their stamina-expect them to rock
superficial or for show with these guys. Now in harmonica wails. Shirt and shoes may be required, and Lucid Druid. There will also be a bikini body out all night long.
Lucid Druid is another act not to miss. Mixing
their 27th year of existe1;1ce, the Lips' lyrics are but don'tlet that deter you. These guys are sure·to art contest. A portion of the proceeds from the
event will benefit both the·Seabird Sanctuary and traditional Celtic music and prog-rock, they exbrilliantly simple and relevant-a swath of com- make it fu.llky like toe jam.
plore uncharted territory by combining Bagpipes,
ing-of-age tales that delve into bizarro science-y
Jannus Live is located at 16 Second St. in the Clearwater Marine Aquarium.
Jollimon's Grille on 941 Huntley Ave. will host djembe, Celtic snares and didgeridoos \vith elecrealms' while retaining valuable lessons for those Dow?town St. Petersburg. For tickets and more
who live amid our sometimes-mundane reality.
information visit JannusLive.com.
the event, taking the typical Florida fare to untyp- tric bass, drums and guitar. -This eclectic fusion of
Frontrnan Wayne Coyne's words will make you
The Ritz is located at 1503 Seventh Ave. in icallevels of goodness, like jerk wings smoked on instruments makes for an intriguing sound.
For more information, check out www.jollilaugh, cry and resolve those daddy issues while Tampa. For tickets and information visit RitzY~ the grill, blackened sea scallops; and pan seared
monsgrill.com or call the Jollimon Grille at 727simultaneously dancing like a fool. You may need bor.com.
mahi-mahi.
·
a hug after the emotional roller coaster of a Flam,
You can check out the House of Beer at 927 735-0498.
t r :- ':"' -~- r.. ~ .. ~-- · . . ~ • ,..._~· t" r~· ..... "'"-~.,; _t'"' ..,..,..
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Contributing Writer
jdsinipson@mail.usf.edu

Fest previevv:. Jollipalooza
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A&S .fees increase
.

.•

by 136· pe~~,!~!•'"•"·~-·~M"'

Sadie Hewitt
Staff Writer
shewitt@mail.us£edu

If you haven't been wacling through the depths
of your OASIS account recently, you may have
missed that student Activity and Service fees at
USF St. Petersburg have increased by 136 percent
from the last academic year.
According to Student Government (SG) President James Scott, the main reason for the increase
was to generate funding for the building of the
Student Center, which is expected to begin construction by 201 1.
According to a document provided by the
SG website, last year's A&S fee~, not counting
the Health fee and Athletic fee, were $10.50 per
credit hour. This year that fee has been raised to
$24.80 per credit hour, according to Budget Director Julie Jakway. In addition to A&S fees, there
is also an additional $5 flat athletic fee and a $1.20
health fee.
/
''At this time, the majority of the health fee is
placed in reserve to prepare for the ?Pening of a
health clinic in the near future," said Kent Kelso,
regional vice chancellor for Student Affairs.
''The current reserve amount has grown to a
size that will assist us in equipping and staffing a
health center once our new multi-purpose center and CAC renovation projects begin. Students

increases from A&S to get us to a place where
a health clinic is fully staffed and ope~ational,"
Kelso said.
Currently, A&S fees total $26 per credit hour,
not including the athletic fee. This mel¥ls that a
typical three credit hour undergraduate class will
cost students around $78 per class in fees unrelated to tuition costs. With many students taking
12 to 15 credit hours a semester, fees can total
$312 to $390 per semester.
Students, however, have not been formally notified of the increase.
"Specific fee increases are not communicated
to students. Fee increase proposals and approvals are available through Campus Board public
meetings where they are discussed and voted on,"
Kelso said.
''In addition, fee increase proposals are submitted to Student Government before they go to the
two boards," Kelso said. "It is her~ that students
have the chance to discuss, debate, disagree with
the proposals."
Because the Student Center project is currently at a standstill, the additional funds genc:!ated
from A&S fees are being held in a separate account until construction can begin.
More information about the Student Center
project and contact information for Student
Government representatives can be found at
-www.usfspsg.org.

MEETING TIMES
Judicial, Executive, Legislative
Every 3rd Thursday at 1OAM
CAC Club Room
Executive Branch
Friday at 11 AM
Chick-fil-A
Senate
(General Assembly)
Wednesdays at 3PM
Davis 103

Senate Executive
Mondays at 5PM ·
CAC Club Room
University, Community

& Government Affairs
Thursdays at 6PM
CAC Club Room

Legislative Affairs
Judiciary & Ethics
Wednesdays at 12PM Tuesdays at 12PM
CAC Club Room
CAC Club Room
Appropriations
Tuesdays at 3PM
CAC Club Room

If you're a club and have a question, email Vice
President, Jon Ellington at jeellin2@mail.usf.edu
•
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Don't· 1niss out on these

Upcoming events!
Autumn Carnival
Wednesday, Sept. 22 on Harborside Lawn, 11 a.m.-3 p.m.
"The Anatomy of Privelege"
Thursday, Sept. 23 in Davis 130, noon
USF vs. Western Kentucky
Saturday, Sept. 25, at Raymond James Stadium, &:OS p.m.
"What's your G.P.A. (Gay Point Average)?"
Wednesday, Sept. 29 in Davis-130, noon
Movie Night: "Get Him to the Greek''
Wednesday, Sept. 29 in the CAC Core, 8 p.m.

Fashionable football continued from page 6
tinted moisturizer-tty one with SPF-as your
foundation. Cheek stains withstand the heat better than creams and powders. For eye makeup,
use cream or powder, depending on your skin
type (for oily, use a cream, for combination or dry,
either will work).
Use waterproof mascara to avoid raccoon eyes
during an afternoon rain shower. Skip the gooey
lip-gloss and avpid the hair-stuck-to-your-lips
look. Use tinted lip balm with SPF instead.

To add a little flash of shimmer, sparkly green
and gold nail polish is much calmer than a face
full of glitter. And don't be afraid to use face tattoos.
Make sure to wear sunscreen under your makeup-no one likes unexpected sunburns or sunglasses tan lines. If you have colored hair, lightly
mist some spray-sunscreen over your completed
style to protect your hair from the sun.

UPCOMING BBQS
September 8th - Pool
September 17th - Fort Desoto
September 20th - RHO
Septembe~ 29th - Pool
October 8th - Pool
October 11th - RHO
October 20th - Pool
October 29th - Fort Desoto
November 1st - RHO
November 1Oth - On Campus
November 19th - Fort Desoto
November 22nd - RHO
December 1st - In Front of Library

Student Services
t=ridays at 10:30AM
CAC Club Room

CLUB QUESTIONS
,~

31

Construction of Campus Garden, Creation of a Bike Rental
of a Recreational Space behind RHO

..
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Loyal guests keep
Harry's Crab Shack alive·
Hannah Ulm
Design Team
hulm@mail.usf.edu

...

Harry's Crab Shack sits guietly on Martin Luther King Jr. StreetS. near 13th Aven~e S., just a
small building and a cement parking lot with two
or three cars sitting in the .sun. Although it may
not attract every passerby's eye, Harry's has held
the attention of St. Pet_ersburg residents for over
40 years.
Harry Lee Williams first opened his namesake
crab business in a small storefront off 22nd Street
and Ninth Avenue in 1968. After about 20 years
Harry moved to 18th Avenue. Since his death in
2007, his sister Marvina McClain again relocated
to the store's current location. Despite Harry's
moving around Midtown, the residents keep coming. "Harry was dedicated to his customers," McClain said.
McClain carries on the work Harry began years
ago. Even though McClain works another job-she just celebrated 29 years with The St. Petersburg Times-she knows how much the community loves Harry's, and therefore keeps it open.
She admits it is a lot of work. Between licensing, inspections, certifications and finding fresh
seafood, McClain stays busy. She has thought
about going to _the Business Assistance Center for
help, but doesn't have the time. For now, she takes
advice from friends.
She has a small support staff made up of
her daughter and Harry's nephew Willie Scott.
She helps out Harry's old friend Anthony Warren by giving him a few dollars for picking up
trash when she can. She does what she can for the
community because she knows that's who keeps
Harry's alive.
McClain has kept Harry's exactly the same as
her brother started it. Other than investing in an
ice machine, the business is the same. The recipes
haven't changed at all; the fdod is as spicy and flavorful as ever. McClain said it is the loyal .regulars
that maintain Harry's cash flow.
"They're the best crabs in St. Petersburg! I come
at least once a week," Midtown resident Rochelle

Johnson said.
Harry's has ~scorners who come from miles
away as well. McClain says she gets people from
Tampa, Bradenton and Sarasota. She even has one
woman who lives in Atlanta and heads straight to
Harry's from the airport, then proceeds to visit
her family.
Harry's sells around 4500 lbs. of crab a day. McClain gets blue crab and snow crab from two different crab men. She used Harry's original black
book of contacts to find her suppliers. McClain
is committed to freshness. Anything that dies before cooking gets thrown away.
In addition to crab, Harry's sells shrimp, sausage, chicken gizzards, potatoes and corn. Pick
and choose, or ask for a sampler platter that includes a little of everything. Harry's sells party
platters, which McClain said are very popular
during football season.
McClain thinks keeping H~rry's small is the best
way to run it, despite its popularity. She likes getting to know people personally and doesn't keep
anything from her customers.
"Customers have been concerned because of the
oil spill;' McClain said. She willingly provides information on where she gets her supplies, including her crab men's licenses.
She has no plans to expand Harry's in the near
future.
"I don't want to run the world. I just want to
maintain my lifestyle and be .happy," she said.
H owever, McClain does dream about making
the current Harry's a little more customer-friendly. If slie had the money she would put eight
tables out front with ceiling fans so guests could
enjoy their food on site, instead of having to tltke
it to go.
As for now, guests can walk up to the counter
and order and chat with McClain while they wait
for their meal. Or, they can examine the light blue
walls, which contain political endorsements and
Harry Lee William's lengthy and loving obituary.
Harry's is open seven days a week from 11
a.m.-7 p.m. McClain tries to close some Sundays
so $he can go t~ church, but said the customers
complain so she doesn't do it often.
·

The Eves ot Histor-v 2010
exhibit is now open at
The Povnter Institute
Featuring the work of ChiP Somodevilla

Chip Somodevilla, as the White House News Photog raphers Association 201O. Photographe r of the Year, is one of five
prima ry honorees in The Eyes of History 2010 contest and exhibition. C hip's photographic reportage has been published in The
Washington Post, The New York T imes, The Los Angeles Times,
Time a nd Newsweek magazines and many other publications
around the world.

Open weekdavs 9 a.m.-5 p.m. l9-7onThursdavsJ
.through September 30, 2010
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].C., foreground, who has worked at Harry's
Crab Shack for over 30 years, prepares a fresh
batch of crabs for seasoning. J.C. and Harry
were close friends. "Harry was like a father to
me," he said. "He taught me all I know about
crabs."

A steady flow of customers can be seen
entering Harry's Crab Shack daily. Open
Monday through Saturday, Harry's is located
at 1200 Martin Luther King Street South.

The Povnter Institute for Media Studies
is located at801 Third Street South
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Bulls make statement against Gators
Greg Lindberg
Sports Editor
glindber@mail. usf.
It was a long-awaited
match up.
Tampa vs. Gainesville.
The Bulls vs. the Gators.
And· it was played on a
memorable date--Sept.
11. Even though the
scote wasn't close in the
end, it was a chance for
USF to talce on one of
the powerhouses of the
college football world.
liLW
The two schools faced
one another in other
sports like basketball, USF Bulls quarterback B.J. Daniels, center, charges past Florida Gators linebacker,
baseball and cross-coun- Jelani Jenkins,right, on Saturday, Sept. 11, 2010. Photo by Lucas Canniscraci.
try. But because of how

young the USF football program is these two universities had never met on a football field.
The first half of the game looked like the Bulls
might have a chance to keep the Gators in check.
USF quarterback B.J. Daniels drove the team
down the field during an impressive 17-play, 96yard drive to put USF ahead 7-0 after a TD pass
to tight end Andrew Ketchel. But UF worked
its magic and t;ied it ·up at 7 before halftime. After Daniels threw four interceptions later in the
game, the Gators never looked back, putting
away the Bulls by a final of 38-14. The other USF
touchdown came on a 3-yard run from running

back Demetris Murray. The loss pushed USF's
record against SEC opponents to 1-4.
Despite the outcome, it was still a tremendous
opportunity for USF to put its name out there,
and take on one of the big boys in football. When
the coundess fans in Gator Nation peeked at the
score on TV or online, they saw USF's name next
to the name of their favorite team. When would
Gator fans otherwise be interested in a Bulls
game? The Bulls also got so~e added attention
from ESPN's popular College GameDay show.
At the very least, it made people aware, that USF
has a football program.
Another positive was getting to hear the per-

There is a shift in the NCAA football conferences, which includes the Big Ten, the Big 12,
the Pac-10, the Western Athletic Conference, the
Mountain West Conference, and other schools
vying for football independence.
The Big Ten is a Division lA conference that is
composed of 11 teams.
Starting.in 2011, the University of NebraskaLincoln-the Nebraska Cornhuskers-will defect from the Big 12 Conference to the Big Ten.
The Big 12, generally located in the central United States, includes Colorado, Iowa State, Kansas,
Kansas State, Missouri, Nebraska, Baylor, Oklahoma, Oklahoma State, Texas, Texas A&M, and
Texas Tech.
Ripples of uncertainty have burdened the Big
12 and its current commissioner Dan Beebe.
Rumors had spread that teams such as Colorado,
Nebraska, ·Oklahoma, Oklahoma State, Texas,
Texas A&M, and texas Tech would abandon the
conference for more lucrative offers. As time
passed, rumors became fact.
Colorado had received an offer from the Pac10, which the team took within 24 hours. After
hearing that Colorado was definitely leaving the
conference, panic struck when more rumors
arose that Oklahoma, Oklahoma State, Texas,
Texas A&M and Texas Tech would follow suit.
Texas A&M had two offers on the table. The
Southeastern Conference was willing to listen to
the school's proposition · abol)t being admi_tted
into the conference, while the Pac-10 had offers

~~-------

ball fields.
The game at Florida Field included the secondlargest crowd to ever watch a USF game. This is
exacdy how to build a program from the ground
up, and former coach Jim Leavitt deserves credit
for getting big-name teams on the Bulls' non·
conference schedules.
The cont~t with the Gators is not the only
marquee opponent in the school's history or future. They have already played Oklahoma, Alabama, Penn State and Auburn. Upcoming matchups include batdes with storied football programs
like Notre Dame next year, Michigan State in
2013 and a second visit to The Swamp in 2015.
The Bulls' resume will only continue to grow
as they take on these highly regarded programs.
Success in the Big East conference will also be
imperative. But maybe one day, more people will
wear green and gold instead of orange and blue
in the state of Florida.

Fantasy Football:
Hannah Ulm
Design Team
hulm@mail.us£edu
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Out-of-control scoring edition

So by now you have experienced your first
two weeks of fantasy football. How are you feeling? Confident? Terrified? Drunk on happiness
(or more likely, beer)? Whatever you're feeling,
·forget it. It's too soon for anything but strategizing. Especially if you're one of those people who
dominated week one based on easy matchups
(really, 49ers?). This week's column is dedicated
to getting the most out of your scoring system,
something
many fantasy owners ignore.
of its own.
If you didn't check out your league's scoring
Oklahoma, Oklahoma State ·and Texas were
leaning toward the Pac-1 0 conference and were system before you drafted, you're ·a fool. Sorry,
being pressured by Commissioner Larry Scott to but it has to be said. Even if you did look it over
(yay for non-fools) you may have overlooked
make a swift decision.
In the middle of the s~mer, Texas decided some settings that cah be the key to .beating your
to stay with the Big 12. Soon after, Oklahoma annoying sister. I mean, opponent.
I'm going to use my league's settings, along with
and Oklahoma State the.same, so the conference
week one stats, to explain some strategies. If you
would continue.
Boise State, which is currendy affiliated with don't know how to view your own settings, most
the WAC, will find its way into the Mountain West likely you need to find your "league" page and the
after Utah defects from the conference and heads "settings" button. Sorry I can't be more helpful.
Let's start with what 111any consider the most
to the Pac-1 0 in 2011.
important
position: quarterback. We hear about
The Fresno State Bulldogs and the Nevada
them
all
the
time (especially a certain 40-year-old)
Wolf Pack will head to the Mountain West in
and often leave our hopes and dreams in their
2012, saying goodbye to the WAC.
BYU, whi~ some say is the Notre Dame of hands. But how important is an elite QB to your
the West, will cut ties with the MoW?-tain West and team? In my league, we get one point for every
establis)l independence in football with all other 25 passing yards (pretty standard) and four points
sports taking place in the West Coast Conference. for a passing TD. These points don't even comAs the NCAA football conferences evolve, pare to what wide receivers and running backs
there are ql.!estions about what this will mean for get (one point every 10 yards and six points for a
the USF Bulls. The Big East may have survived receiv.ing or rushing TD).
Your QB can still produce some solid points,
the conference raiding and could come ou't.stron- ·
but
you really need one who likes to pass the ball.
ger than before. Commissioner John Marinatto
said that an additional two teams in the confer- I always hope for a 20-25 point game from my
QB, which requires multiple TDs and at least
ence would keep it competitive.
Murmurs hav.e begun about which teams would 200 yards. In week one, my QB Tom Brady tomove into the Big East, with rumors of UCF and tally delivered, with 258 yards and three passing
ECU. Houston, Memphis and Kansas have also TDs. However, he is one of the top passing QBs,
along with Aaron Rodgers, Drew Brees and Peybeen mentioned as contenders.
As the conferences change, speculation increas- ton Manning. If you couldn't score one of these
es that this could evenrually mean sixteen-team QBs, you have other options.
I think the best way to find a QB who will
"super-conferences" and a playoff system in colpass
more than hand off the ball is by looking at
legiate football.
the RBs at their disposal. These QBs have great

Co-lege football teams
shuffle for ·indepe~dence
Vincent Jacobbi
Staff Writer
vjacobbi@mail.us£edu

spective on th~ team from a coach who
has won multiple national championships.
When else would UF coach Urban Meyer
talk a~out the Bulls other than if they
played each other? After the game, Meyer
spoke highly of Daniels despite his poor
passing performance that day.
"[USF's] quarterback is a superstar,"
Meyer told the St. Petersburg Times. "That
guy is a tough nut, man. He's an SEC quarterback (in talent], no doubt about it. I
think he's a great quarterback."
In an interview with Fox Sports Florida,
he added that, "(lJSFJ might not have the
depth but they certainly have the players.
·
That's a goo~ team."
USF's trip to Gainesville is a perfect example of how the university is not afraid
to put its team into high-pressure environments at some of the most historic college foot-
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RBs, and likely will hand them the ball most often: Vince Young has Chris Johnson, David Garrard has Maurice Jones-Drew and Joe Fiacco has
Ray Rice. Flacco might be an exception; he has
multiple quality receivers and is loudly fighting·
for a Super Bowl spot this year. Obviously Adrian
Peterson is missing from that RB list, but you can
usually count on Favre to throw enough to get
you some good points (ignoring the week one
stats he put up).
Most oWners think their RBs are their most
prized possessions. And usually, they are. But
make sure to check out your league's position on
return yards and TDs. My league gives 0.2 points
for every 10 kickoff or punt return yards and six
points for each return TD to the player making
the return. The yardage points are low, but they
are a bit of an incentive to play someone who
returns the ball. This is an especially good option
on a bye week, when you won't be sitting your
starter and just hoping for another 94 yard punt
return TD from Dexter McCluster (two words:
Holy. Crap.).
Don't forget to see how return stats affect your
Defense/Special Teams points. Our league gives
the six TD points to 'the D /ST as well as the returner. This makes hav.ing aD /ST with a great returner valuable. Week one I played the San Diego
Chargers D / ST hoping they could shut down Jamaal Charles and Darren Sproles would break for
a TD. That plan totally backfired, but they didn't
do much worse than my normally starting Eagles
D /ST did against the Packers, so at least I learned
my brilliant strategies won't always work. DeSean
Jackson has been known for some pretty decent
punt returns, so hopefully he'll come through for
me this season. We learned in week one that the
Chiefs have a talented returner, but don't forget
about the Viking's Percy Harv.in (when he isn't in
bed with a migraine) and Denver's Eddie Royal,
who returned a record-setting 93 yard kickoff
TD and a it yard punt TD for the Broncos in
2009.
Knowing the details of your league's scoring
system can make you look like a total genius and
drive those competitive friends of yours crazy.
Hopefully your strategizing will work better than
mine did in week one. If my plan had worked,
my sister would be crying for more reasons than
benching Arian Foster.
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Funds .lacking for Kite
Vincent Jacobbi
Staff Writer
vjacobbi@mail.usf.edu
There is no additional funding for the Kite
Surfing Oub this year, due to the lack of student
involvement.
The club, led by Chase Kosterlitz last year,
was allocated $6,000 for equipment and other
program needs,
"Upon Chase graduating the club was left
dead," said James Scott, student government
president. ''No investment will be made towards
the club until it is actually active with [new Kite
Surfing Club President) Brent Stephens."
Although the club lacks student involvement,
Stephens is trying to revive it.
"I al:n a student, as well as the president, as well
as an instructor. I wear a lot of hats, but I am still
a student·just like the people coming to take the
lessons," Stephens said.
The club, however, is trying to become as selfsufficient as possible due to the limited funds.
"The way me and [Treasurer) Jon Cleary

Surf~ng

designed the club, it will be somewhat self sustaining in theory. Our instructors work for free
and all money collected from lessons is injected
straight back into the club," Stephens said. "Because of this, we have been trying to not outsource as much as we can to other companies
such as Watersports West."
This year, the club plans to offer more water
sports like wind surfing, stand-up paddle boarding and traditional surfing. They also hope to plan
camping and surfing trips on the East Coast. The
club hopes that more water sports will bring m<>,re _
student involvement, and thus more money for
the club.
According to th.e club's website, the Kite Surfing Club is fully operational, but there are no set
instruction dates, and so far no professiorial instructors have been hired through Watersports
West.
"A lot of money used for the club has come out
of my pocket," Stephens said. "With no money,
all we can do is look at the cool toys at Watersports West, but not touch."
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New golf coach

excited to join USF
Robert Bibelhauser
Staff Writer
rbibelha@mail.usf.edu
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rece1ve
positive
reinforcement

New men's golf coach Chris Malloy brings a
history of success to build on at USE
Malloy accepted his first head-coachlng job
with the Bulls after spending the last four seasons
as an assistant coach at Florida State University
(FSU). He is replacing Jim Fee who recendy became the director of athletic events and championships at USE
While Malloy was working as an assistant coach
at FSU, the Seminoles were nationally ranked in
the top 15 twice, finished third in the NCAA
championships last year, and won their first-ev~
ACC conference championship in 2008.
Malloy also spent time as the interim head
coach for the women's team at FSU last season,
which finished 10th at the NCAA Division I
championship.
Malloy was also honored as a finalist for ~e
Jan Strickland Award. TaylorMade and Adidas
present the award to the NCAA assistant coach
who excels at working with student-athletes on
the course and in the classroom.
"Chris is one of the outstanding young coaches
in America and will be a tremendous admtion to
our staff," USF Athletic Director Doug Woolard
told GoUSFBulls.com. "He has played a critical
role in building one of the nation's. best programs
at Florida State, and he brings great pedigree to
USF having spent the last four years working
closely with one of the nation's outstanding head
coaches in Trey Jones. Chris is regarded as a fine
teacher of the game and a terrific recruiter."
Malloy played college golf at the University of
Mississippi where he led the Rebels to four top10 finishes and shot his career best stroke average
of 74.79 in 1999.
"It is an honor and a privilege to be the bead
men's golf coa"ch at the University of South
Florida," said Malloy. "To have an opportunity to
compete in the Big East and to live in a place like
Tampa is an amazing opportunity. I look forward
to going out on the recruiting trail and getting the
best possible student-athletes here to Tampa. The
sky is the limit."

Robert Bibelhauser
Staff Writer
rbibelha@mail. usf.edu
A Tampa-based skateboarding enthusiast has
started a board company committed to giving
young riders a positive experience.
Johnny Jones, the founder of Nunca Skateboarding, says his vision includes crafting quality
boards while providing a forum for young skaters
to meet and become friends with each other in a
way that will advance the sport.
Although Nunca's mission statement does include mass-producing its boards, the short-term
priority is to cultivate a·team of promising young
skaters for both local competitions and mix tapes
produced by Jones.
Jones hopes to generate some recognition for
his brand name within the Tampa skateboarding
scene by exposing talented team members like
20-year-old Josh Karikas, who Jones described as
"~earless and technically gifted."
"When I was a kid, if I met another skateboarder, then we would pretty much be friends by
default," said Jones, who has been skating since
_the age of 12. "There just weren't many kids
doing it. Tampa's skateboarding scene seems to
have a core, which is hard (for kids) to break into.
These are the kids which are welcome to skate
with the Nunca team."
Jones added that he isn't seeking any kind of
local rivalry with bigger sponsorship teams but is
offering an alternative to those skaters who have
been overlooked.
"It's definitely not about rivalry or showing
anyone up," Jones said. ''This project is about
doing something positive, moving skateboarding
forward and encouraging those that don't have a
crew or team to ride with."
The skate team-which also includes a 13-yearold skater nicknamed "Baby Gangsta" and a
15-year-old newcomer to the sport known as
''Destin"- meets Thursday and Sunday afternoons for a "jam session" at Desoto Skate Park
in South Tampa at 2615 Corrine St.
Jones explained that the team is very welcoming of new blood, but that some rules will apply
to those who want to skate with the team.
"The minute that anyone's not going to school
or getting in trouble with grades or anything else,
they're off the team;' he said. ''The other rule is
that [I have to be) the poorest skater on the team.
I shouldn't be outperforming any of these kids
with my limited abilities."
Jones says that anyone interested in learning
more about the team can check out its Facebook
page by searching for ''Nunca.Boards" on the
site.

